PREVIEWS

SUBVERSIVE PLAY
In the installation Overgrowth (2004),
Ceal Floyer plays with the scale of a
bonsai tree projection by manipulating
the slide projector’s distance from the
wall. Similarly toying with physical space,
Gülşah Mursaloğlu’s Merging Fields,
Splitting Ends (2021) features six waterfilled steel vessels; as the water boils,
steam melts the containers’ bioplastic
coverings, changing their material
state. Such distortions abound in “Once
Upon a Time Inconceivable.” Marking
Protocinema’s ten-year anniversary, the
group exhibition challenges the reliability
of human perception through works by
Abbas Akhavan, Hera Büyüktaşçıyan, Banu
Cennetoğlu, Zeyno Pekünlü, Paul Pfeiffer,
Amie Siegel, and Mario García Torres, in
addition to Floyer and Mursaloğlu.

SEP 4–OCT 10
YENI KUNDURA, ISTANBUL

“Once Upon a Time
Inconceivable”

SEP 8–NOV 21
SEOUL MUSEUM OF ART, SEOUL

Seoul Mediacity Biennale
2021: “One Escape at
a Time”

YOUNG-HAE CHANG HEAVY INDUSTRIES, SAMSUNG
MEANS REBIRTH, 2021, still from seven single-channel videos
with original texts and soundtracks. Courtesy the artists and
the 11th Seoul Mediacity Biennale.

SEP 25–NOV 7
GUANGDONG TIMES MUSEUM,
GUANGZHOU

“Huang Xiaopeng”
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The late renegade artist Huang Xiaopeng
(1960–2020) explored what is “lost in
translation” when texts and images are
circulated beyond their original contexts.
The video installation K.O.H.D (2014–16),
for instance, collages texts that were
scrambled on Google Translate with found
and filmed footage, creating an absurd
poem. Curated by Anthony Yung, Huang’s
retrospective will span his career, featuring
oil paintings from his student years at
the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts;
installations from the 1990s, when he was
not yet a professional artist; and later
multimedia pieces. The exhibition will also
include contributions by contemporary art
graduates of Huang’s “5th Studio,” where he
eschewed grades in favor of self-motivation.
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CEAL FLOYER, Overgrowth, 2004, medium-format slide
and medium-format slide projector, dimensions variable.
Copyright the artist. Courtesy Lisson Gallery, London/New
York/Shanghai/East Hampton.

Named for One Day at a Time, a sitcom
about a Cuban American family, the 11th
Seoul Mediacity Biennale asks whether
popular forms of entertainment—typically
seen as escapes from reality—can be
means to engage with sociopolitical issues
such as racism, identity, and migration. The
41 participants include artist-and-comedy
duo Life of a Craphead, who examine
colonial histories and social prejudices
through multimedia works; meanwhile,
seeking to redefine gender tropes and
cross-cultural collaboration are the K-Popinspired boy band C-U-T. A highlight online
commission is Young-Hae Chang Heavy
Industries’ SAMSUNG MEANS REBIRTH
(2021), a seven-part video series about
capitalism and corporate overreach backed
by a jazzy soundtrack.

HUANG XIAOPENG, K.O.H.D, 2014–16, still from twochannel video installation: 60 min. Courtesy Guangdong Times
Museum, Guangzhou.

